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1  Introduction: Key contacts   
  
 
Programme Director:   Dr Nida Alahmad (on leave in S2 2022) 

4.03 CMB 
Email: nalahmad@ed.ac.uk  
 
And 
 
Dr. Ewan Stein 
4.27 CMB 
Email: ewan.stein@ed.ac.uk  

  
 
Administrative Support:  
Graduate School Office, SPS:   Course Administrator: Casey Behringer   
                       Office Number: 1.19 CMB  
             Email: pgtaught.sps@ed.ac.uk   
            Tel.: +44 (0) 131 650 2456  
           

Student Support Officer: Kasia Mazurkiewicz  
        Office Number: G.05 CMB  
             Email: sso.sps@ed.ac.uk   
  
  

          Tel.: +44 (0) 131 651 1345  

       
         
External Examiner for MSc International Relations of the Middle East:   
  
Dr. Ritu Vij, University of Aberdeen   
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

mailto:nalahmad@ed.ac.uk
mailto:ewan.stein@ed.ac.uk
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Role of this Handbook  
  
This Handbook is a guide for students on MSc International Relations of the Middle East.  It 
will help you make the most of your time whilst at the University of Edinburgh. Please read it 
carefully, and in conjunction with the Taught MSc Student Handbook, which includes (but is 
not limited to) information relating to: Assessment Regulations; Degree classification and 
requirements for the award; Submission and return of coursework; deadlines, extensions and 
penalties; academic misconduct (including plagiarism); academic appeals; student complaints 
procedure; special circumstances; dignity and respect; safety and security; and facilities in the 
School.   
  
NOTE This handbook does not supersede the University Regulations, nor the formal 
requirements for each degree as set out in the University’s Postgraduate Study Programme 
in the University Calendar, nor the Terms and Conditions of Admission set out in the 
Postgraduate Prospectus. Every effort has been made to ensure that the information 
contained in this handbook was correct at the time of distribution, but the handbook does 
not form part of any contract between the University and any student.   
  
  
  

2  MSc International Relations of the Middle East  
  
PROGRAMME AIMS   
  
The academic aim of the programme is two-fold. Firstly, it seeks to situate the Middle East in 
broader analytical, conceptual and theoretical debates of International Relations and Political 
Science. In doing so, it seeks to provide a theoretically-grounded understanding of the region 
using existing frameworks of analysis in the social sciences. Secondly, the programme aims to 
foster knowledge of Middle East politics and international relations, exploring and applying 
several theoretical models: realism, constructivism, historical sociology, social theory and 
structuralism.  You will develop an in-depth understanding of the main historical events, 
processes and actors that have shaped and continue to shape the political dynamics of the 
Middle East.  As well as placing the region in broader analytical, conceptual and theoretical 
debates of international relations and political science, we also aim to foster knowledge of 
Middle East politics and international relations by offering opportunities to examine local 
cultures, histories, languages and religions. 
 
Students would achieve the following learning outcomes:  
  

a. Obtain an in-depth understanding of the main historical events, processes and actors 
that have shaped and continue to shape political dynamics in the Middle East;  

b. Acquire a strong understanding of International Relations theoretical and conceptual 
tools required to understand Middle East international relations;  

c. Obtain a thorough knowledge of different approaches to Middle Eastern studies;  
d. Form an academically informed, independent and critical knowledge of the Middle  

East.    

https://www.sps.ed.ac.uk/students/postgraduate/taught-msc/your-studies/student-handbooks
https://www.ed.ac.uk/academic-services/policies-regulations/regulations/assessment-regulations/taught
https://www.ed.ac.uk/academic-services/policies-regulations/regulations/assessment-regulations/taught
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PROGRAMME STRUCTURE  
  
Teaching is based on lectures and seminars. An important part of learning takes place through 
individual reading and reflection, which then feed into group discussions, presentations and 
individual interventions.  Students are therefore expected to read extensively and deeply in 
preparation for all seminars, and to participate fully in class. From the outset, students must 
cultivate the study skills required for scholarship at an advanced, truly postgraduate level – 
with full use of library, effective note taking, critical analysis, class participation and writing.  
The full-time MSc programme is taken over 12 months of full-time study (September to 
August). The part-time MSc programme lasts for 24 months. Candidates for both MSc and 
Diploma (see below) are normally required to take the two compulsory core courses and four 
further optional courses of their choice. Courses normally consist of 2 class-contact hours per 
week where regular attendance is expected and necessary for good progress. Candidates for 
the Diploma are required to pass all taught courses. MSc students are required to pass the 
coursework (minimum 50%) before undertaking a dissertation between April and August.  In 
the full-time programme, students are expected to take 60 course credits per semester 
(equalling three 20-credit courses each semester). In the part-time programme, these 
requirements are spread out over 4 semesters. Students are encouraged to discuss an 
effective structure of their part-time study with the Programme Director before deciding how 
many courses to do in each semester of their part-time study.  
For programme details and up-to date course information, see the Degree Programme Table 
(DPT):  
Full-time:  http://www.drps.ed.ac.uk/21-22/dpt/ptmscintme1f.htm 
Part-time http://www.drps.ed.ac.uk/21-22/dpt/ptmscintme1p.htm 
 
Students on this programme will take two compulsory courses and choose four options from 
a range of modules offered by SPS and LLC, primarily within PIR and IMES. Students will have 
the option of taking introductory courses in one of the three main Middle Eastern languages: 
Arabic, Persian, and Turkish.  
  
Core 1:  At LEAST one of 
International Relations Theory or  

 

 
International Security          
  

20   

Core 2:     The Middle East in International Relations    
  

20  

Optional Courses:   4 IMES/PIR Middle East-relevant courses  
          
  

80  

Dissertation                60      
            
  
   Total Credits:  180  

http://www.drps.ed.ac.uk/21-22/dpt/ptmscintme1f.htm
http://www.drps.ed.ac.uk/21-22/dpt/ptmscintme1p.htm
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COURSES  
  
Core Courses:     
  
The Middle East in International Relations (offered in Semester 1)  
  
The main aims of this course are to: 1) provide substantive knowledge on the international 
relations of the Middle East (ME); 2) familiarise students with International Relations theories 
and their applicability to the ME; and 3) familiarise students with the foreign policies of states 
and non-state actors in the Middle East. The course divides will provide an introduction to the 
ME and a historical examination of the origins of the state and state-system in the ME. It will 
examine the main theoretical approaches and conceptual tools relating to the study of ME 
International Relations.  
  
International Relations Theory (offered in Semester 1)  
  
The course is designed to introduce the student to the major theoretical and conceptual 
paradigms of international relations and to encourage him/her to apply these critically to 
international events, developments and issues. The key objective of the course is to introduce 
students to the most significant orthodox and critical theoretical approaches within 
international relations. A critical assessment will be made of the principal propositions and 
arguments of the theories drawn from the traditions of realism/neorealism, the English School 
of IR, liberalism/neoliberalism, and marxism/ structuralism. Students will also be encouraged 
to engage with recent theoretical developments such as feminism, critical theory and social 
constructivism. Furthermore, the course will introduce students to the so called cosmopolitan 
communitarian debate in IR theory. The course will end by exploring the main propositions of 
the Ethics of War and students will be asked to identify arguments for and against 
humanitarian intervention.  
  
International Security (offered in Semester 2)  
  
The course will introduce students to the main theories and approaches to security through 
historical and contemporary security issues. The field of security studies has widened 
significantly over the past 25 years, moving from purely military questions to other issues 
such as the environment or migration, and from a systemic or state-level understanding to 
society and the individual (human security). The course starts by first engaging with how 
scholarly and practical understandings of security have evolved in the past decades. In order 
to do so, the course explores some key scholarly developments in the evolution of security 
studies, most notably by showcasing the difference between more traditional rationalist 
approaches with constructivist and critical ones. The course then explores the conceptual 
and empirical meaning of 'security' through a number of key issues and topics, including the 
changing nature of war, the security implications of new technologies such as drones and 
cyber weapons, private security companies, counter-terrorism and risk. The goal is to 
explore what these developing areas of empirical security research mean for the concept of 
'security', how different theoretical lenses help us to answer empirical research questions in 
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different ways, how 'new' approaches to security relate to 'traditional' approaches, and 
develop an appreciation of ongoing limitations and challenges in the field.  
  
Optional Courses:  
  
For programme details and up-to date course information, see the Degree Programme Table 
(DPT):   
Full-time: http://www.drps.ed.ac.uk/21-22/dpt/ptmscintme1f.htm 
 
 Part-time: http://www.drps.ed.ac.uk/21-22/dpt/ptmscintme1p.htm  
  
  
***Students also have the option of taking introductory courses in one of the three other main 
Middle Eastern languages: Arabic, Persian, and Turkish.  
  
  
 
Dissertation  

The dissertation is an extended piece of scholarship in which a student is expected to produce 
a substantive piece of independent research in International Relations of the Middle East. The 
dissertation is expected to tackle a research problem, engage the relevant literature, and build 
upon the relevant concepts and theories introduced in the taught elements of the degree. 
Students will deploy a range of primary and secondary sources as well as appropriate 
dataanalytic and bibliographic skills. Each student will be allocated a research supervisor from 
either IMES or PIR by the Spring to advise on and oversee her or his research progress. The 
dissertation should be submitted by Thursday 11 August 2022. 

  
  
  

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.drps.ed.ac.uk/21-22/dpt/ptmscintme1f.htm
http://www.drps.ed.ac.uk/21-22/dpt/ptmscintme1p.htm
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3       Learning, Resources and Assessment   
  
Course Seminars   
  
Learning takes place through individual reading and reflection, and through seminars often 
involving group discussion initiated by student presentations.  Students are therefore 
expected to read extensively and deeply in preparation for all seminars as well as to 
participate fully in discussions of material.  From the outset students must cultivate the 
study skills required for scholarship at an advanced level - using library sources fully, 
effective note taking, critical analysis and writing.  

 

Library   
  
The Main Library building is in George Square. However, there are other library sites you may 
need to use – for example the Islamic Library at IMES (non-lending) or the Law and Europa 
Libraries at Old College.  Details of library sites, opening hours, catalogue, and electronic 
databases can be found at https://www.ed.ac.uk/information-services.  You can renew books 
online, and can ‘recall’ books on loan to other users (but must request a recall in person at the 
circulation desk).  
  
Seminars  
  
Students are expected to attend and participate in the Contemporary Middle East Series 
(PIR) events which take place throughout the year.  Please find the full schedule on the 
website of the Middle East Research Group (link). Students are also strongly encouraged to 
attend relevant public lectures and workshops that are organized in PIR, SPS and the wider 
university. 
  
  

4  Pastoral Support and Guidance   
  
The Programme Director is available as a first line of support and advice for any scholarly or 
personal issues that may arise whilst you are on the Programme.  It is your responsibility to 
inform the Programme Director immediately of any problems which are interfering with your 
coursework or progress through the programme, including any religious or medical 
requirements that might affect your participation in any aspects of the Programme.  
  
Where problems cannot be resolved at a lower level, you are invited to contact the Director 
of the Graduate School.  Her contact details are to be found in The Graduate School Taught 
Masters Handbook.  
  

https://www.ed.ac.uk/information-services
https://www.ed.ac.uk/information-services
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The University has a Disability Office https://www.ed.ac.uk/student-disability-service , 
disability.service@ed.ac.uk and a Student Counselling Service 
https://www.ed.ac.uk/studentcounselling , Student.Counselling@ed.ac. 
 
 
 
 

 
5 Academic Misconduct 

 
Academic misconduct is not just deliberate cheating. It can be unintentional and, whether 
intended or not, significant grade penalties can be applied to affected assignments. It is 
the responsibility of every student to understand what is and is not permitted; lack of 
awareness will not prevent grade penalties being applied.  
 
The university takes a zero-tolerance approach to collusion (doing assessed work together 
when not allowed), falsification (knowingly providing false information, data etc. in 
assignments), and the use of any kind of essay-writing services or essay mills. Students 
found guilty of these practices may be subject to formal disciplinary procedures as well as 
very heavy grade penalties.  
 
The most common form of misconduct we encounter in the School of Social and Political 
Science is plagiarism, including self-plagiarism (copying your own work from one 
assignment to another). 
 
How to avoid penalties for plagiarism and self-plagiarism 
Plagiarism is giving the impression that information you have included in an assignment is 
your own idea or your own words, when actually it is not.  Every year, students receive 
penalties for plagiarism despite having no intention of doing anything wrong, so it is really 
important that you understand how to reference ideas and indicate quotes from others’ 
work correctly. 
 
To avoid plagiarism, write in your own words (your own ‘voice’) as much as possible, 
including in your notes so to avoid accidental plagiarism, providing a citation (see below) 
to show whose ideas you are using. Close paraphrasing, i.e. using a chunk of someone 
else’s text and just rearranging or changing some words, is plagiarism.  
 
Use a recognised referencing system such as the Harvard system. Every time you include 
information such as facts or ideas from others’ work, add an in-text citation, giving the 
author(s) and published date of the source (paper, book, website etc), like this: 
 

Pro-environmental values do not necessarily lead to action (Barr, 2006). 
 

https://www.ed.ac.uk/student-disability-service
https://www.ed.ac.uk/student-disability-service
https://www.ed.ac.uk/student-counselling
https://www.ed.ac.uk/student-counselling
https://www.ed.ac.uk/student-counselling
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Then list all the sources you have cited in a reference list at the end of the assignment. Do 
not use other students’ work as sources for your own unless this is advised by the course 
organiser. 
 
How to cite sources you haven’t read yourself, ONLY if it’s impossible to read them: If 
you read an article/book by Smith that refers to work by Zhang, and you want to discuss 
the work of Zhang in your assignment, read Zhang’s work yourself and give your own 
summary of it. If that is not possible, then you should cite what you have read about 
Zhang’s work in Smith’s article/book like this:  

Zhang, 2015, as cited by Smith, 2019     OR      Zhang, 2015, in Smith, 2019 
 
Using someone else’s words (direct quoting): Use quotation marks (“ ”) to indicate where 
you have quoted (copied the exact words of) someone else, AND provide the reference, 
including page number(s) where the quote is to be found in the original source, like this: 

Values are “guiding principles in the life of a person or other social entity” (Schwartz, 
1994, p.21). 
Avoid using a lot of quotes; more than 2 or 3 in an essay normally means you are not 
expressing ideas in your own words enough.  
 
If you copy statistics, tables, diagrams etc directly from others’ work you should clearly 
state the source, including a page number if possible. 
 
You must not copy from an assignment you previously submitted for credit, either at this 
university or another. This is self-plagiarism. If you retake a course, an assignment (or any 
part of it) submitted one year cannot be resubmitted in a different year. Similarly, you 
must not copy from a previously submitted assignment into a resit assignment for the 
same course, or from an assignment for one course into an assignment for a different 
course, either in the same year or a different year.  
 
To detect plagiarism we use Turnitin, which compares students’ assignments against a 
constantly-updated global database of existing work. Students who have included 
plagiarised or self-plagiarised material in their work will be reported to an Academic 
Misconduct Officer for investigation. Penalties range from 10 marks deducted to the 
assignment grade being reduced to zero.  
 
Do not put your work through Turnitin yourself before submission. This can lead to you 
being investigated for academic misconduct by making it seem that an identical 
assignment already exists.  
 
Use of translation software/services and proof-reading services 
You must not use translation software or services (including unpaid services of friends or 
relatives) to translate your assignments from another language into English, as this means 
the work is not yours alone. It is best to write as well as submit your work in English. You 
are allowed to write in another language and then translate the work yourself but this is 
not very efficient.  
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A proof-reader is a person who may make suggestions for minor changes to spelling, 
punctuation, grammar, and syntax in order to improve the readability of written 
assignments. There is a University of Edinburgh proof-reading service for students whose 
first language is not English, and for those who have a learning adjustment schedule 
allowing use of a proof-reader. You are also allowed to use a proof-reader (a friend, family 
member, or paid professional) who is not part of the University service but there are strict 
guidelines about what proof-readers are allowed to do. You must read these guidelines 
and share them with anyone you ask to proof-read your work who is not part of the 
University proof-reading service. If you do not follow the guidance, you may be reported 
for academic misconduct if the proof-reader has altered the work too much for it to be 
considered solely yours. The guidelines are available here: https://www.ed.ac.uk/arts-
humanities-soc-sci/taught-students/student-conduct/academic-misconduct. 
 
For further details on plagiarism and other forms of academic misconduct, and how to 
avoid them, visit the university’s Institute for Academic Development webpage on good 
academic practice:  
https://www.ed.ac.uk/institute-academic-development/undergraduate/good-practice 
 
Also see this useful video and further information on the University website: 
https://www.ed.ac.uk/arts-humanities-soc-sci/taught-students/student-
conduct/academic-misconduct

https://www.ed.ac.uk/arts-humanities-soc-sci/taught-students/student-conduct/academic-misconduct
https://www.ed.ac.uk/arts-humanities-soc-sci/taught-students/student-conduct/academic-misconduct
https://www.ed.ac.uk/institute-academic-development/undergraduate/good-practice
https://www.ed.ac.uk/arts-humanities-soc-sci/taught-students/student-conduct/academic-misconduct
https://www.ed.ac.uk/arts-humanities-soc-sci/taught-students/student-conduct/academic-misconduct
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